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INTRODUCTION
This Masterplan Framework has been prepared by Barton Willmore on behalf of Hermiston Securities and
Scotia Homes (our client) and provides guidance on how residential development can be delivered across the
housing allocation ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’ within the 2016 Angus Local Development Plan (LDP). It has
been prepared with regard to the adopted Angus LDP, Reporter’s conclusion and the previously submitted
Development Framework (2013) which promoted the land for development.

Purpose
Housing allocation ‘F4 Housing
– Westfield’ provides some
38.8ha of land at Westfield Loan
for residential development in
the second phase of the LDP
(2021 – 2026) and additional
Safeguarded Land for further
residential development in the
period beyond 2026. The land
within the settlement is edged
red on the plan opposite and
the Safeguarded Land is hatched
orange.
The Allocated and Safeguarded
Land at Westfield Loan was
the subject of a Development
Framework prepared by
Barton Willmore in 2013 which
demonstrated how this land
could be developed to provide
a coherent new residential
neighbourhood, comprising new
homes, alongside supporting
physical and social infrastructure.

Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’
in the 2016 Angus Local
Development Plan (LDP), identifies
the Allocated Land at Westfield
Loan as having the potential to
deliver around 300 dwellings
(across 38.8ha).
This document demonstrates
the ability of the Allocated Land
to deliver 335 units in line with
the 2016 Angus LDP. It also
includes additional land within
the settlement boundary as
appropriate for additional housing.
Angus Council propose that this
land be taken forward through the
next LDP.
Since the 2013 Development
Framework, our client has
progressed design proposals
for their land interests. This has
resulted in some minor evolutions
to the previously prepared
Concept Masterplan contained
within the 2013 Development
Framework. In response, this
document presents a revised
Concept Masterplan for the
Allocated Land at Westfield
Loan and makes reference to
the future development, whilst
also considering the future
development potential of the
wider Safeguarded Land.

The masterplanning process
presented through this document
has been informed by the
planning policy requirements,
the Reporter’s Examination
commentary, recently prepared
landscape and visual appraisal
work and the conclusions of the
2013 Development Framework.
This Masterplan Framework will
ensure the co-ordinated delivery
of residential development
across the allocation, including
the assessment of associated
planning applications. Detailed
matters, for example the exact
line of footpaths; the transport
impacts of new development; and,
the methodology for retention of
trees on Site will be considered
further through more detailed
applications.
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Figure 1: F4 HOUSING WESTFIELD
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Site Description And
Location
Location
The Allocated Land (the Site) lies
at the south/west edge of Forfar,
within the settlement boundary
for the current plan period (20162026).
The eastern edge of the Site is
bounded by Westfield Loan, and
the northern and southern edge
of the Site are bounded by the
A94 (Glamis Road) and the A932
(Dundee Road) respectively.
Beyond the road network to the
north is Orchardbank Business
Park and to the east, beyond
Westfield Loan, lies residential
development of varied density,
with the town centre a short
distance beyond.
The immediate Site context is
formed by the existing settlement
of Forfar to the north and
east, and land safeguarded for
development to the west. Beyond
the Safeguarded Land to the
west is the A90, which connects
to Dundee to the south, and
Stonehaven and Aberdeen to the
north.

Description
The Site comprises an irregular
area of open rural land contiguous
with the settlement and extending
to c.38.8Ha in size.
The land use is arable farmland
and comprises an irregular field
pattern enclosed by stone walls,
hedgerows, mature tree belts,
drainage ditches / watercourses
and water bodies.
The Site Assessment section of
this document provides a more
detailed understanding of the Site
and its characteristics.
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Local Policy Context

Reporter’s Findings

The development strategy for
Forfar is set out within the 2016
Angus Local Development Plan
(LDP).

The area of Westfield, which
includes the allocated site F4,
was identified in the Main Issues
Report as an alternative option
for housing development. As a
greenfield land release in Forfar,
it was recognised that the area
was distant from town centre
services and facilities. A range
of issues are highlighted in the
development of this large area to
the southwest of Forfar including
the need for a long-term view and
masterplanned approach which
considers the combined impact
of residential, industrial and
agricultural traffic on nearby road
junctions.

Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’
notes that development proposals
are expected to be delivered in
accordance with the Masterplan.
Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’
identifies additional land
safeguarded for further residential
development in the period beyond
2026. The scale of further land
release in the period beyond 2026
will be determined by a future
Local Development Plan and may
include:
•

Provision of a new Primary
School.

•

An area of land south of
Glamis Road for further
business / employment
development.

The allocated housing site F4
represents a significant proportion
of the whole area considered
as Westfield in the Main Issues
Report, with the remaining area
safeguarded for the period
beyond 2026 and subject to a
future plan review. The Reporter
notes that any future development
may also include the provision of a
new primary school and business/
employment development.

The concerns raised in the
representations relating to the
allocation of site F4 encompass
a wide range of issues including
access and traffic, impacts on
road junctions, contaminated
land, archaeological impact,
impacts on residential amenity,
sewage capacity, primary school
impacts and loss of prime
agricultural land. These concerns
also affect the wider safeguarded
area.
As a proposed allocation within
the plan, the Site was subject to
a range of strategic assessments
including environment, transport
and landscape. The council’s
landscape capacity study
concludes that the area of
Westfield, north towards Glamis
Road, is of low visual sensitivity
whereas sensitivity increases
on higher ground above 90 AOD
(above ordnance datum) and
has greater landscape value.
The Reporter agrees with this
overall assessment and that the
development of the allocated
area, which avoids the higher
ground, would relate well to the
existing urban area. The Reporter
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Figure 3: ANGUS LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EXTRACT
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also notes the comments within
the landscape capacity study
that it would be undesirable for
built development to encroach
close to the A90. However, the
Reporter was satisfied that this
matter could be considered in the
review of the plan and therefore
safeguarding this area within
the plan at this time was not
inappropriate.

improve footpath and habitat
linkages would be required. So
would the protection of scheduled
ancient monuments within the Site
and appropriate archaeological
investigation, also required by
Policy PV8. A contaminated
land investigation report should
be submitted and appropriate
developer contributions sought
for school infrastructure.

The developer requirements
associated with the allocation
would address the main planning
related concerns as far as
is appropriate for the local
development plan. These include
a design and site layout, which
takes account of the existing
landscape character, pattern of
development and character of
neighbouring uses - this would
include the existing industrial
operations at Don and Low’s
immediately to the north of
Glamis Road. A suitable landscape
framework and opportunities to

The primary concern of the
council in the development of
Westfield relates to its potential
impact on the A90 road junctions.
The allocation of site F4 has
therefore been held back until
the second phase of the plan, in
order that a full assessment of
the potential impact on the road
junctions can be completed and
any resulting mitigation agreed.
The submission of a transport
assessment and Masterplan for the
Site will ensure that these matters
are given adequate assessment
and scrutiny.

The overall effectiveness of the
land supply to 2026 was also dealt
with at Issue 3. The Reporter
agreed that it was appropriate to
phase the release of housing land
over two five-year periods. This
allows the plan to be aligned with
the housing supply targets of the
Local Housing Strategy thereby
providing a strategic approach to
housing delivery.
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THE 2013 DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK
This section sets out the key structural elements relating to the 2013 Development
Framework and the associated Concept Masterplan, the principles of which are
reflected in the revised Concept Masterplan relating to the Site and the wider F4
Safeguarded Land.

The 2013 Development Framework
was prepared by Barton Willmore
to support the promotion of land
at Westfield Loan through the
Angus Local Development Plan
(LDP).

Figure 5 opposite shows the 2013
Concept Masterplan. Key features
included:

The 2013 Framework presented
a masterplanning process, which
included a significant amount
of community and stakeholder
engagement, alongside contextual
and site-specific assessments.

development incl. park and
ride, employment and hotel)

The Concept Masterplan
presented through the 2013
Framework was described through
a series of plans relating to land
use, access and movement, green
infrastructure, and phasing (see
Appendix 01). These structural
elements will be reflected through
the revised Concept Masterplan
for the Site.

1 Local retail
2 Arrival gateway (mixed use

3 Allotments
4 Wetland habitat
5 Sport pitches
6 Existing woodland planting
7 Proposed structural planting
8 Linear park/public footpath
9 Scheduled ancient monument

park
10 Potential location for a new

primary school
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Figure 5: 2013 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK CONCEPT MASTERPLAN
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LANDSCAPE & VISUAL
ASSESSMENT
This section outlines the Site’s Landscape Character and Visual considerations.

SITE CONTEXT
Topography

Vegetation

Forfar is located within the River
South Esk valley, bound to the
south by a series of hills along a
north-east to south-west grain,
including Balmashanner Hill that
rises up to approximately 170m
above ordnance datum (AOD) and
West Craig Hill (162m AOD).

Vegetation within the landscape
around Forfar is predominantly
agricultural land, with some
hedgerow and shelterbelts
defining the field boundaries.
The landscape to the west of
Forfar is more wooded. Forfar
Loch Country Park has a wooded
character around the Loch, with
sports fields and amenity grass
towards the east.

Forfar is contained within a slight
bowl, falling down to Forfar Loch
at approximately 55m AOD on the
western edge of the town. To the
south, the settlement extends
onto the hills up to between
120m and 145m AOD. To the north
and east, Forfar rises up to circa
70m AOD and is enclosed by the
landform which rises up to 80m
AOD and the former railway line
embankments. A series of foothills
enclose the western edge of
Forfar, including a local ridgeline
at Halkerton (circa 120m AOD) to
the south of the Allocation.

Designations
Forfar Loch is a Country Park and
there are a number of protected
open spaces within Forfar,
including Boyle Park, Steele Park,
Reid Park, Guthrie Park and the
cemetery.

The full landscape and Visual
Appraisal with associated
photographs can be found in
Appendix 02 and Appendix 03
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Figure 6: SITE CONTEXT PLAN
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Development Capacity
Opportunities and Constraints
Plan illustrates the development
capacity of the Allocation with
respect to the landscape and
visual appraisal.
The Scheduled Monuments should
be retained, set within the Green
Infrastructure of the Allocation,
and the proposed development
should relate positively to
the designated sites, with any
necessary buffer agreed with
Historic Environment Scotland.
Landscape buffers should be
maintained free from built
development to preserve existing
woodland, shelterbelt and tree
belts and also along watercourses
and water features. Increased
offsets may be required to
accommodate root protection
areas, flood zones and ecological
features, as determined by more
detailed surveys.
Within the zones defined by the
landscape buffers to existing
features, development capacity
is high for the majority of the
Allocation.
The Landscape Capacity Study
states that below 90m AOD
there is “high capacity for urban
expansion” within the area to the
south-west of Forfar. The Study
notes that above around 90m AOD
visual sensitivity is higher “due to
a combination of elevation and
steepening slopes”. The increased

sensitivity of the land above 90m
AOD does not necessarily imply
that there is no development
capacity within the land above
90m AOD across the entire area
but that this is more visible and
constrained by topography. The
areas of higher visual sensitivity
are those areas “commonly visible
in views from the north-west and
north”.

Development within the southern
part of the Allocation should
be set back from Dundee Road
to avoid the more steeply
sloping land and should be of a
similar scale and massing to the
development to the south of
Dundee Road and avoid creating
an abrupt settlement edge when
approaching Forfar from the
south-west.

Based on a more detailed
landscape and visual appraisal of
the Allocation itself, rather than
the broad area to the southwest of Forfar, there are little to
no views of the Allocation from
the north and north-west, as
described in the Visual Appraisal
and illustrated by the Site Context
Photographs.

To the south of the Allocation, a
localised ridgeline extends from
Balmashanner Hill through West
Craig to Halkerton and this creates
the southern edge of the ‘bowl’
that contains Forfar. The bend of
Dundee Road at Duff’s Corner on
the crest of this ridgeline provides
panoramic views over the wider
landscape setting of Forfar. It
is this localised ridgeline that
has higher visual sensitivity to
residential development, despite
the cluster of properties that
sit perched on the ridgeline at
Halkerton, as identified by the
Landscape Capacity Study. The
Reporter recognised the greater
visual sensitivity and landscape
value of this land and supported
the omission of the land at
Halkerton from the Allocation and
Safeguarded Area to the southwest of Forfar on this basis.

The settlement of Forfar generally
extends up to 110m AOD; however,
residential development to the
immediate south-east of the
Allocation extends up to between
130 and 140m AOD, and in long
distance views Forfar is contained
by the agricultural and wooded hill
tops of Balmashanner and West
Craig Hill. Development within
the Allocation above 90m AOD
would not change the relationship
of Forfar to the surrounding
landscape, due to its physical
and visual containment. There
is, however, some increased
landscape and visual sensitivity
on the more elevated land where
the topography becomes steeper
adjacent to Dundee Road.
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Landscape buffer to existing woodland and tree belts to
allow for root protection zone, overshadowing and fall
distances. Buffer allows for improved health of trees and
visual corridors across Site.
Potential to extend tree planting.
Retain existing watercourses and associated trees along
field boundary.

m
90

Retain / restore existing stone walls and hedgerows
where possible.
Retain Scheduled Monuments, set within Green
Infrastructure network of the Site.
Areas of the Site with high capacity for residential
development, subject to incorporating existing landscape
features into layout.
Areas of Site with capacity for low density residential
development that reflects the massing and scale of the
existing housing to the east of Dundee Road.
Areas of Site with no capacity for built development due
to existing landscape features, and/or landscape and
visual sensitivity.
Massing and layout to allow for occasional open longdistance views over Site.
Proposed footpath / cyclepath links
Area of higher ground
Vehicle access point

Figure 7: LANDSCAPE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
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SITE ASSESSMENT
This section sets out the site-specific assessments to help further understand how development at the
Site can be delivered. This section provides technical information relating to the Allocated Land and
seeks to identify the most appropriate location for the first phase c.300 units. It is underpinned by
work done through the 2013 Development Framework plans and incorporates the key findings of
more recent and ongoing design, landscape and assessment work.

Access and movement
Vehicle access to the Allocated
Land can be provided from a
minimum of one access point
from Glamis Road and four
potential access points from
Westfield Loan. Whether all of
these accesses would be required
is a matter for detailed design.
An additional point of access to
the Safeguarded Land could be
provided to the east of the A90
Roundabout and the Glamis Road
frontage is sufficiently flexible to
permit additional access points
should circumstances dictate that.
Additional pedestrian and cycle
links can be provided along Glamis
Road and Westfield Loan. The
existing Core Path 301 should be
retained and enhanced.
A new link road should connect
Westfield Loan with Glamis Road
and whilst this could provide
connections to the wider
Safeguarded Land, the eventual
mix of development types
may dictate other road access
solutions for the Safeguarded
Land as there may be a desire to
avoid, for example, goods vehicle
traffic and residential traffic
mixing within the Site. This cannot
be known at the present time but
the layout is flexible enough to
provide for all options.
Additional non motorised user
(NMU) links should connect
the Site with the adjoining
Safeguarded Land in any event.

The final positioning, number
and detail of vehicular and NMU
access points will be determined
when planning applications are
considered.

Landscape Features
Existing mature boundary tree
planting along Glamis Road and
Westfield Loan should be retained,
as well as the tree belts within the
Site that define the rectangular
field pattern and provide a
framework for the green network
within the Site.
New planting, combined with
existing boundary vegetation
should be provided to strengthen
the capacity of the landscape to
accommodate development.
Development should be avoided
in more visually sensitive areas of
the Site, adjacent to the southern
boundary.
Higher densities can be
accommodated in areas of low
landscape sensitivity in the
northern part of the Site, such as
the first phases of c.300 units.

Ecology
Existing landscape features should
be retained and improved to
provide ecological enhancements.

Heritage
Scheduled Monument (Westfield,
enclosure SW of (Index no.
6054)) and Scheduled Monument
enclosures NW of (Index no. 6053)

are located within the Site. These
features should be respected
through the establishment of a no
development and landscape zone
to protect their setting in line with
Historic Environment Scotland
guidelines.

Flooding and Drainage
The Site slopes gently towards the
northern boundary, from a high
point of approximately 120m AOD
at the southern-most boundary
towards a low point of 65m AOD at
the northern boundary.
Existing drainage ditches run
towards the northern Site
boundary in a formal arrangement,
closely aligned to the existing field
boundaries. Where possible, these
features could be retained and
incorporated into a network of
SuDS across the Site.

Utilities
There is a Scottish Water pipeline
(trunk main) running north-west to
south-east through the Site which
has a 29.3m stand-off.
There is also a medium pressure
mains gas pipe running from the
north-east to the south-west with
a 9.3m stand-off.
Both pipes may be retained or
realigned in part.

Noise
Noise mitigation measures should
be provided, where required,
along Glamis Road.
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Figure 8: OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS PLAN
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MASTERPLAN FRAMEWORK
This section sets out the Masterplan Framework through which future planning
applications should be delivered
The Masterplan Framework shown
opposite (Figure 9) provides a
development structure which is
designed to integrate with the
wider Safeguarded Land and
potential development sites within
the settlement boundary which
may be pursued through the
forthcoming LDP process.
The Masterplan Framework
establishes a spatial structure to
inform the future development
of the Site. This includes the
proposed immediate development
area; development sites which
may be pursued through the
forthcoming LDP process; areas
of open space; access points;
primary movement routes; and,
connections to the Safeguarded
Land.
Future planning applications for
development will work with the
Masterplan in accordance with
this plan and the design strategies
described through the remainder
of this chapter. Applications
should be supported by a design
statement that demonstrates
consistency with design principles
established by the Masterplan
Framework.

In accordance with the Masterplan
Framework, the Masterplan has
potential to deliver:
•

•

c.12 Ha of immediate
development land. This
includes land currently
subject to a planning
application by Muir Homes
and land which will be subject
to an application by Scotia
Homes.
c.8 Ha of land which sits
within the settlement
boundary but is of a scale
and a number of units that it
requires to be taken forward
through the process of the
next LDP.

•

c.19 Ha of open space with
recreational and community
value.

•

1 vehicle access point to the
Allocated Land from Glamis
Road.

•

4 potential vehicle access
points to the Allocated Land
from Westfield Loan.

•

1 additional vehicle access to
the Safeguarded Land from
Glamis Road.

•

Potential new road linking
Westfield Loan with Glamis
Road.

•

Permeable network of
streets, routes and green
corridors which connect the
neighbourhood to the wider
Safeguarded Land and existing
settlement.

•

Green routes and spaces,
accommodating retained and
new landscape features, SuDS,
ecological enhancements,
pedestrian and cycle routes
and children’s play.

•

Surface water drainage
solutions will integrate existing
drainage ditches and have
the potential to enhance
biodiversity.

•

Protection and enhancement
of 2 x scheduled monuments.

•

Potential connection to Core
Path 301.

•

Local centre potentially
provided adjacent to Glamis
Road access point, however
it currently has no policy
support. Reps have been made
to the emerging LDP.

•

Medium to lower density
housing and areas of green
infrastructure provided at the
southern most edge of the Site
in areas of increased visual
sensitivity.*

•

Higher density housing at the
northern most edge of the
Site in areas of low landscape
sensitivity (land south of the
90m contour.*
* While our Landscape
and Visual Assessment has
indicated that visual sensitivity
only occurs in closer proximity
to Dundee Road (c.95/100m
AOD), where density should
decrease, we propose an even
more sensitive approach and
intend to reduce density from
the 90m contour.

Low Density Residential Development (Allocated Land)
Additional Development Within Town Boundary
Development Area (Safeguarded Land)
Local Centre
Primary Movement Route
Footpath and Cycle Route (incl. Core Path 301)
Footpath Informed by Noise Attenuation Bund
Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)

Temporary Footpath Connection Within Site

Residential Development (Allocated Land)

Drainage feature

Lower Density Residential Development (Allocated Land)

Existing/ indicative planting (incl/ trees)

Additional Land Within Settlement Boundary

Public Open Space

Development Area (Safeguarded Land)

Scheduled Ancient Monument

Potential Local Centre

Indicative Structural Planting

Primary Movement Route

Vehicle Access

Footpath and Cycle Route (incl. Core Path 301)
Footpath Informed by Noise Attenuation Bund
Temporary Footpath Connection Within Site
Drainage feature
Existing/ indicative planting (incl/ trees)
Public Open Space
Schedule Ancient Monument
Indicative Structural Planting
Vehicle Access
Play Provision
Sports Pitch

Figure 9: CONCEPT MASTERPLAN

Play Provision
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Green & Blue Infrastructure
Strategy
The design approach has been
‘landscape-led’ and shaped by the
retention of existing landscape
features.
The proposed Green
Infrastructure Framework has
been designed to provide a
comprehensive, high level, green
masterplan. This integrates
immediate development land
and future development within
the settlement boundary with
adjoining Safeguarded Land. It
offers the potential to provide
suitable drainage measures,
pedestrian and cycle routes and
recreation facilities, including
children’s play areas.
Development of the Masterplan
will provide a connected green
infrastructure framework by:
•

Positively integrating existing
landscape features including
trees, hedgerows and
drainage ditches.

•

Creating green corridors that
connect the development
with the existing settlement
and the Safeguarded Land.

•

Phased provision of a primary
road, which could potentially
link Glamis Road with
Westfield Loan, and connect
with the Safeguarded Land.

•

Provision of cycle and walking
connections along the green
corridors.

•

Establishing a network of
connected green space and
public open space.

•

Providing SuDS to address
surface water run off across
the Site and within each
developer’s ownership.
This approach will ensure
that each parcel is selfsufficient and that the land is
deliverable.

•

Drainage features like swales
and basins will be fully
integrated into the linear
park and other open spaces,
but will remain safe for all
users of the open space. To
increase the opportunities for
biodiversity these features will
be designed where possible
as naturally occurring,
meandering lines with varying
widths and depths and
planting treatments.

•

Helping spaces to become
multi-functional where
possible e.g. combining
biodiversity functions,
amenity value and practical
benefits such as mitigation
of noise and air quality
constraints.

•

Ensuring that where possible
active building frontages are
presented to open spaces,
and to the green links and
corridors that connect them.

•

Areas surrounding Scheduled
Ancient Monuments will be
designed in consultation with
relevant heritage bodies and
the local community. A 10m
buffer has been included
around their perimeter
and the opportunity exists
to provide additional
landscaping where it is
deemed appropriate, such
as wildflowers and pollinator
plants. These details and the
practicalities of their longer
term management will be
addressed at a more detailed
design stage.

•

Existing trees and dykes,
which form important
features of the existing
landscape will be retained and
enhanced where possible and
integrated into the proposed
development.
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Figure 10: GREEN & BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

Swale
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Access and Movement
Strategy

The Masterplan provides an access and movement strategy that
highlights:

The design approach provides
a permeable network of
residential streets, providing
legible connections within the
Allocated Land while accounting
for constraints such as the blue/
green corridor, Scheduled Ancient
Monuments, SUDS and strategic
utilities.

•

The potential for 1 new junction from Glamis Road and 4 x vehicle
access points to the Site from Westfield Loan.

•

The potential to deliver a new primary road that connects
Glamis Road with Westfield Loan, and also connects to the wider
Safeguarded Land.

•

Potential access points of vehicle connection to the wider
Safeguarded Land.

•

Identify high quality, convenient, safe and attractive pedestrian and
cycle routes that traverse through the Site and connect with the
existing settlement and Safeguarded Land.

•

Potential linkages to Core Path 301.

Potential access points and
linkages are shown to the
Allocated Land as are potential
access points and linkages to the
Safeguarded Land.
The proposed network of streets
can provide a clear, coherent
movement network that will
evolve over time. In developing the
proposal it is essential that the
network is both legible and safe
not only for the current Allocated
Land but when considering what
may happen with the Safeguarded
Land.

Vehicle access to the Allocated Land and Safeguarded Land could
include:
1 Access from Glamis Road which affords several access location

opportunities.
2 Access point in the north eastern corner of the Site, from Westfield

Loan, close to the junctions of Westfield Drive / Threewells Drive.
3 Access from elsewhere on Westfield Loan.
4 Access from Westfield Loan at a point approximately 200m north of

the Old Halkerton Road junction.
5 Access from elsewhere on Westfield Loan.
6 Access from Glamis Road, to serve the Safeguarded Land.

Public Transport Provision

Impact on Existing Junctions

Existing bus stops are located on Dundee Road,
Westfield Loan/ Threewells Drive, Glamis Road and
the A94 (for longer distance services) in the vicinity
of the allocated site.

Appendix 04 provides a statement relative to the
impact of development on the wider road network.

Bus services in the area cover nine scheduled bus
routes (Stagecoach Strathtay 20, 21, 23, 24, 27,
Wishart 81, JP Minicoaches 124 and 125 and Scottish
Citylink M9).

Development Blocks (Allocated Land)
Low Density Residential Development (Allocated Land)
Additional Development Within Town Boundary
Local Centre
Footpath and Cycle Route (incl. Core Path 301)
Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)

Footpath Informed by Noise Attenuation Bund

Development Blocks (Allocated Land)

Temporary Footpath Connection Within Site

Lower Density Residential Development (Allocated Land)

Drainage Feature

Additional Land Within Settlement Boundary

Primary Movement Route

Potential Local Centre

Public Open Space

Footpath and Cycle Route (incl. Core Path 301)

Scheduled Ancient Monument

Footpath Informed by Noise Attenuation Bund

Bus Stop (with 400m accessibility catchment)

Temporary Footpath Connection Within Site
Drainage Feature
Primary Movement Route
Public Open Space

2

1

Schedule Ancient Monument

3

6

4
40
0M
0M
40

5

Figure 11: ACCESS AND MOVEMENT STRATEGY
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Layout Strategy

•

The proposed development will
be characterised by a range of
high-quality new homes, arranged
across a network of attractive
residential streets and green
spaces.
The following design and layout
principles will be applied:

•

•

Development area: The site
assessment and evaluation
process has shaped the
location and character of the
built form, streets and open
spaces. This area is split into
land subject of present or
forthcoming applications,
shown in white, and future
development land that would
be required to be identified in
the next LDP, shown in grey.

•

Views: The network of
perimeter blocks and public
realm will be designed to
maximise views of existing
landscape features and views
towards the surrounding
landscape.

•

Heritage: The structure of the
development has preserved
the setting of heritage
features.

•
Perimeter blocks: The
proposed development will
deliver a permeable network of
perimeter blocks, ensuring that
buildings front directly onto
streets where possible. This
•
will aid the distinction of public
/ private space with public
facades of buildings facing
the street and private spaces
enclosed to the rear.
Private amenity: Provide
sufficient private amenity
space to meet the likely needs
of occupants. A range of
private garden sizes should be
provided. Generally the private
amenity space should be no
smaller than the floor area (all
•
floors) of the house. Wherever
possible, flats should also be
provided with some outdoor
amenity space, whether private
or communal. New build
developments will generally
require a minimum of 25sqm
per flat.

Legibility: The proposed
development comprises a
legible structure of streets
where residents and visitors
can intuitively find their way
around the development.
Community heart: The
proposed development
could include a local centre
adjacent to the primary
access to the Allocated Land
from Glamis Road. There is
a flexibility as to the uses
contained within the local
centre. Those potential uses
and the timing of the local
centre delivery will be agreed
in discussion with the planning
authority.
Community spaces: A
sequence of public spaces
delivered across the
Masterplan, framed by new
housing. Spaces will range in
form and function with a mix
of hard surface materials and
planted landscape features.
The provision of a mix of
dwelling types and sizes will
meet a range of housing
needs and help create
sustainable communities.
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Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)
Development Blocks (Allocated Land)
Additional Land Within Settlement Boundary
Potential Local Centre
Main Street Frontage
Landscape Frontage
Primary Gateway
Secondary Gateway
Drainage Feature

Figure 12: URBAN FORM STRATEGY
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•

•

Density: The proposed
development will include
a varied density profile
in response to the visual
sensitivity, topography,
landform and existing
character of different parts
of the Site. In recognition of
this variety in densities across
the Site, an average density of
c.25 dph has been applied.
Landscape frontage:
Development frontages will
positively address areas of
open space. Frontages will be
characterised by a mixture
of informal and formal
building lines subject to site
conditions and the desired
character sought. A unifying
characteristic will be the
provision of well landscaped
front gardens.

•

District Heating: We will
continue to consider the
potential to meet the larger
scheme’s heat demand
through a district heating
network however no such
network is proposed for the
Allocated Land.

•

Designing Streets: Encourage
where possible the use of
clear vehicle / pedestrian
separation.

•

Car parking: Adequate car
parking will be provided in
line with planning policy,
incorporating a range of
parking solutions to reduce
impact of parked cars on
the street scene and provide
a safe and welcoming
environment. A predominance
of on-street parking or
parking in front of dwellings
should be avoided or broken
up by planting or high quality
boundaries.

•

Private boundaries: There
will be clear demarcation
between the public, semipublic and private land.

•

Multi-modal movement:
There will be clear and
connected movement
networks, including a
sustainable walking and
cycling network and a clear
vehicle hierarchy integrated
with each other and public
transport.

•

Local centre: A location for
a potential local centre has
been identified however
it currently has no policy
support. Representations
have been made to the
emerging LDP.

Density Context
Jeanfield Road / Thornton
@ c. 60 DPH

Westfield Loan
@ c. 16 DPH

Dundee Road
@ c. 5 DPH
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Aligning with LDP Policy
The table below sets out the
requirements of the Allocated
Land at Policy ‘F4 Housing –
Westfield’ and the emerging
design response as demonstrated
through this Masterplan
Framework.

Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’
Requirement (Allocated Land)
38.8 Ha of land west of Westfield Loan is
allocated for residential development of
around 300 dwellings in the second phase of
the plan (2021 – 2026).

The development should commence at the
north of the Site with access from Glamis
Road. No development will be allowed until
a full assessment of the potential impact
on the A90 junctions (including Lochlands)
is completed and any resulting mitigation
is agreed with Angus Council and Transport
Scotland.
The design and site layout which takes
account of the existing landscape character
and pattern of development and character of
neighbouring uses and buildings.

Protection of scheduled ancient monuments
within the Site and how these will be managed

Emerging Design Response
The Allocated Land was identified for the phased delivery within the
2013 Development Framework.
In line with the LDP the Concept Masterplan identifies two areas
within the allocated site which are capable of delivering c.335
homes. The balance of the remaining Allocated Land can be
considered in Future LDP.

A transport review has been undertaken which shows that the
allocated site has the capacity for c.300 homes with a principal
access from Glamis Road to the north and other access points to the
west from Westfield Loan.
Future planning applications will be supported by the required
transport assessments.

Future planning applications will be supported by an assessment
of local landscape and townscape character. In doing so, key
characteristics will be identified to inform the detailed development
proposals.
The Concept Masterplan presented illustrates how the scheduled
ancient monuments will be preserved and remain free from
development.
Future planning applications will provide details of protection
measures and management of the ancient monuments.
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Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’
Requirement (Allocated Land)
Provision of a landscape framework that
preserves existing woodland and hedges and
sets out structural planting and landscaping
within and around the Site to enhance
biodiversity and to create an appropriate
town edge.

Emerging Design Response
The Concept Masterplan presented demonstrates how the Site has
potential to deliver 19ha of green infrastructure comprising retained
landscape features and new planting.
Future planning applications will provide details of landscaping
proposals.

Appropriate developer contributions, towards
education infrastructure.

To be determined at the planning application stage.

The potential to deliver a new distributor road
linking Dundee Road and Westfield Loan with
Glamis Road, taking account of any potential
impact on the A90 junctions (including
Lochlands) in conjunction with Angus Council,
TACTRAN and Transport Scotland.

The Concept Masterplan presented demonstrates how a new link
road can be delivered through the Allocated Land, connecting
Westfield Loan with Glamis Road. The final detail of the link road will
be determined as planning applications are considered.

The provision of open space and SuDS.

The Concept Masterplan presented demonstrates how the Allocated
Land has potential to provide some 19ha of public open space, which
also provides the capacity for SuDS.
Future planning applications will provide details of open space and
SuDS

Opportunities for active travel through
improved linkages with the existing path/
Green Network; and

The Concept Masterplan presented demonstrates how the Site can
provide a network of pedestrian and cycle routes, which connect
with the existing settlement and the wider Safeguarded Land.

Provision of supporting information including
a Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage Impact
Assessment, Sustainable Drainage and Surface
Water Management Plan, Contaminated
Land Investigation Report and a Transport
Assessment which should include assessment
of the West Port junction and analysis of the
traffic flows and junctions along East and West
High Streets.

Future planning applications will be supported by the required
technical assessments.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND
DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS

Affordable Housing
The affordable housing
requirement will comply with
Angus Council’s current and future
LDP.
Currently Policy TC3: Affordable
Housing and Supplementary
Guidance seeks delivery of
25% affordable housing on all
residential sites of 10 or more
units, or where the site area is
equal to or exceeds 0.5ha.
Within the affordable housing
provision 20% must be designed
to meet particular needs, of which
half should meet full wheelchair
standard. Specialist housing
delivered to contribute towards
this target may include amenity,
supported housing and other
models as appropriate.

The delivery of affordable housing
units on-site at each phase is the
Council’s preferred option and
developers should make contact
with Angus Council’s Housing
Service at an early stage when
preparing a planning application
for each phase. This will inform
the type, tenure and mix of units
that may be required, and ensure
any requirements for Scottish
Government funding for RSLs or
the Council can be made through
the Council’s Strategic Housing
Investment Plan (SHIP) annually.
The current LDP is being reviewed
and any subsequent planning
applications will be assessed
within the context of current local
and national policy.

Developer Contributions
Developer contributions towards
education and community
infrastructure could be required
in relation to any housing
development at Westfield as set
out in ALDP Policy DS5 Developer
Contributions and the Councils
Supplementary Guidance (SG)
on Developer Contributions &
Affordable Housing (2018).
The SG on Developer
Contributions is subject to regular
review therefore developer
requirements may change over
time. Developer contributions will
be applied in accordance with
the Policy position at the time of
any planning applications being
assessed.
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PHASING STRATEGY

The plan opposite shows the
proposed development phases
across the Allocated Land and
the approximate development
capacity of each phase. The plan
also shows the potential primary
street running through the
Allocated Land and connecting
with the existing settlement and
Safeguarded Land.
Policy ‘F4 Housing – Westfield’ in
the 2016 Angus Local Development
Plan (LDP), identifies the Allocated
Land at Westfield Loan as having
the potential to deliver around
300 dwellings (across 38.8ha). As
illustrated by the plan opposite
and the table below, the
Masterplan presented through
this document demonstrates the
ability of the Allocated Land to
deliver c.335 dwellings, as part of
a first phase, with an additional
c.8ha of residential land to follow
as part of a future development
within the settlement boundary.

Phasing

It is recognised that the Site is
currently only allocated for c.300
units in the LDP. Therefore, this
updated Masterplan Framework
shows this area split between
immediate development and land
that could be brought forward in
the next LDP.

Phase 1
Phase 1 provides the opportunity
for two sites to be delivered
at key gateways to the wider
development, also allowing for
two construction sites to operate
concurrently by two different
developers which will give a great
choice of new homes as well as
increase the speed of delivery of
c.335 new homes.

Residential
LDP Site - PHASE 1(A)
Phase 1 (a) will be delivered by
Muir Homes and comprise c. 170
homes.
LDP Site - PHASE 1(B)
Phase 1 (b) will be delivered by
Scotia Homes and comprise c. 165
homes.
OTHER LAND WITHIN
SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY
Future proposals will be brought
forward in future LDP’s.

Local Centre
The Local Centre currently has no
policy support. Representations
have been made to the emerging
LDP. If supported the developers
will be in a position to bring this
forward as part of the future
phases.

Approx. Hectares

Approx. Acres

Development

12.7

31.38

c.335 (@c.25dph)

Phase 1(a) MUIR HOMES

7.2

17.79

170 Homes + Local Centre

Phase 1(b) SCOTIA HOMES

5.5

13.59

165 Homes

8.0

19.77

TBC

LDP SITES

OTHER LAND WITHIN SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY

Other (Future Proposals subject to future LDP)
LDP Sub-total
Safeguarded Land

TOTAL

8.0

19.77

TBC

20.7

51.15

335 Homes

45

111.19

Housing,
Arrival Gateway (Incl. park and ride, employment and hotel) &
Primary School

86.4

213.49

c.1,515-1,965 Homes
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Immediate Muir Homes Development Area
(subject of planning application)
Additional Land Within
Settlement Boundary (in Muir Homes Control)
Immediate Scotia Homes Development Area
(subject of planning application)
Additional Land Within
Settlement Boundary (in Scotia Homes Control)

MUIR HOMES

Potential Local Centre

SCOTIA HOMES

PRIMARY STREET
Safeguarded Land

Projected Delivery
Immediate Muir Homes

Years
2022 - 2025

Development Area
Immediate Scotia Homes

2023 - 2026

Development Area
Additional Development Within

2026-2036

Settlement Boundary Subject to
Future LDP

Figure 13: PHASING STRATEGY
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PHASE 1 MASTERPLAN &
DESIGN PRINCIPLES

IMMEDIATE
DEVELOPMENT: PHASE
1(A) – GLAMIS ROAD SITE/
MUIR HOMES
This phase extends to
approximately 6.5ha and will be
developed by Muir Homes and has
the potential to accommodate
c.170 units and a local centre.
The development area is
effectively split into two
development platforms either
side of the scheduled ancient
monument, one accessed from
Glamis Road and the other from
Westfield Loan.
Vehicle Access: This phase will
provide the primary vehicle access
point to the Site from Glamis
Road. An additional secondary
point of vehicle access will be
provided from Westfield Loan
to serve housing proposed to
the east of the schedule ancient
monument.
The specification of this road will
be to the standard required for
a ‘distributor road’ capable of
accommodating bus service(s).

Green Infrastructure:
Development across this phase
will principally be formed around
the Scheduled Monuments, which
will provide a significant area of
public open space.
Drainage: SuDS will be provided
to integrate with the existing
drainage ditches that traverse the
Site.
The sustainable drainage feature
(pond) located to the north of the
Site, adjacent to the local centre,
will be sized to accommodate
surface water drainage from
Phase 1(a) as well as Phase 2(a).
Noise Mitigation: A mitigation
feature (land bund) should be
provided at the required height
and adjacent to Glamis Road.
This should be appropriately
landscaped and well-integrated
into the landscape strategy.
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Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)
Development Blocks (Allocated Land)
Potential Local Centre
Primary Street
Landscape Frontage
Access Point
Drainage Feature
Footpath and Cycle Route
Footpath Informed By Noise Attenuation Bund

2

SuDS Pond

1

Temporary
Connection
Within Site

Figure 14: PHASE 1(A) - GLAMIS ROAD/ MUIR GROUP
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IMMEDIATE
DEVELOPMENT: PHASE
1(B) - WESTFIELD LOAN
SITE/ SCOTIA HOMES

The specification of this road will
be to the standard required for
a ‘distributor road’ capable of
accommodating bus service(s).

This phase extends to
approximately 5.5ha and will be
developed by Scotia Homes and
has the potential to accommodate
c.165 units.

Green Infrastructure: This phase
includes a linear park along the
route of the existing water main
which bisects the Allocated
Land in a southeast-northwest
direction.

The development area is
effectively split into two
development parcels, separated
by the linear park formed along
the alignment of the existing water
main.
Vehicle Access: This phase will
provide the primary vehicle access
point to the Site from Westfield
Loan.
An additional secondary point
of vehicle access from Westfield
Loan can also be provided, if
required.

Drainage: SuDS will be provided
to integrate with the existing
drainage ditches traversing the
Site.
The sustainable drainage feature
(pond) located to the north of the
Site will be sized to accommodate
surface water drainage from
Phase 1(b) as well as Phase 2(b).
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Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)
Development Blocks (Allocated Land)
Primary Street
Landscape Frontage

3

Access Point
Drainage Feature
Footpath and Cycle Route (incl. Core Path 301)

Temporary
Connection
Within Site

4

SuDS Pond

SuDS Pond

Figure 15: PHASE 1(B) - WESTFIELD LOAN/ SCOTIA HOMES

5
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CONCLUSION

This Masterplan Framework
has evolved since the 2013
Development Framework, which
supported the allocation and
safeguarding of Westfield, and has
been produced in consultation
with Angus Council to satisfy
the Policy F4 requirement for a
Masterplan.
The revised Masterplan presented
through this document reaffirms
the potential of the land within
the settlement boundary to
deliver in the region of 335
homes in accordance with the
LDP. This comprises some 170
new homes and a local centre to
be delivered imminently by Muir
Homes and some 165 homes to
be delivered by Scotia Homes.
The development potential of
the remaining land within the

Settlement Boundary will come
forward through the next LDP.
The Safeguarded Land has the
potential to deliver significantly
more development, with the
precise capacity being subject
to future more detailed design
work. Again, the Safeguarded
Land would need to come forward
through future LDPs.
The approach articulated through
this document will create a
walkable neighbourhood with
community facilities within an
easy, attractive and safe walk
of new and existing residents.
A primary street is provided
centrally within the Concept
Masterplan, while strategic
green corridors connect to
the Safeguarded Land, wider
countryside and existing
settlement.
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APPENDIX 01: 2013 DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK CONCEPT DIAGRAMS
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2013 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK CONCEPT DIAGRAMS

4
4
1

7

6

8

3

1

5

LAND USE

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 5 shows the 2013 Land Use Framework:

Figure 6 shows the 2013 Green Infrastructure
Framework:

The proposed land use strategy included:
•

Arrival gateway (park and ride, employment,
hotel)

•

Higher density Residential

•

Medium density Residential

•

Lower density Residential

•

Local retail

•1

Potential new primary school

•

52ha of residential development (1300 homes
@25dph)

•

12ha mixed use area

•

51ha of green infrastructure

The proposed green infrastructure strategy
included:
1 Green corridors incorporating public

footpaths, new planting, recreation
opportunities and SuDS
2 Woodland planting
3 Open spaces, including natural, semi natural

and managed spaces
4 Scheduled ancient monument
5 Sports pitches
6 Children’s play/pocket park
7 SuDS
8 Tree lined streets
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ACCESS AND MOVEMENT

PHASING

Figure 7 shows the 2013 Access and Movement
Framework:

Figure 8 above shows the 2013 Phasing Strategy.
The majority of Phase 1 and Phase 2 (shown yellow
and orange) sit within the Allocated Land.

The proposed access and movement strategy
included:
1 Access from A90 Roundabout, adjacent to

The proposed phasing strategy included:
•

Allocated Land (F4 Housing – Westfield)/ The
Site

•

Phase 1/ c. 300 homes

•

Phase 2/ c. 300 homes

•

Other Phases/ c.700+ homes, employment
uses, park and ride, hotel, primary school and
local centre.

McDonalds
2 Access from Glamis Road at a point

approximately 330m east of the A90
Roundabout
3 Access from Westfield Loan opposite the

junction with Old Halkerton Road
4 Access from Westfield Loan at a point to

serve approximately 50 new homes in the
north eastern corner of the Site, close to the
junction of Westfield Loan and Glamis Road
5 Access from Westfield Loan at a point

approximately 200m south of the Old
Halkerton Road junction
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Westfield, Forfar

Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

This Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA) advice note below summarises the findings of the
high level Landscape and Visual (L&V) site visit undertaken on Thursday, 12 August 2021. This
was an initial landscape appraisal of the Allocated Site F4 at Westfield, Forfar (the ‘Allocation')
and its surroundings; the visibility of the Allocation from surrounding receptors and an
appraisal of the landscape features and characteristics of the Allocation. This Assessment has
been undertaken to provide landscape and visual input into the preparation of a masterplan,
in line with the requirements for the Allocation as set out in the Angus Local Development
Plan.
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2.0 ALLOCATION SITE CONTEXT
Land use and settlement pattern
2.1

The Allocation is located on the western edge of Forfar, to the east of the A90. The land use
is agricultural. The Allocation is bound by Glamis Road (A94) to the north-west; Westfield Loan
to the east and Dundee Road (A932) to the south-east. Beyond the roads, built development
within the settlement of Forfar bounds the Allocation, with employment uses to the north-west
and residential development to the east and south-east.

2.2

Forfar was a traditional market town and grew around the junction of roads (present A- and
B-roads) within the town centre, which is now a Conservation Area, located to the north-east
of the Allocation. Forfar had a successful textile industry during and after the Industrial
Revolution, and was well-connected by a number of railway lines, for goods and passengers,
which are now dismantled.

The 1843-1882 mapping shows Westfield Farm was already

established within the Allocation, located off Westfield Loan to the south-west of Forfar. Linear
housing extended along routes out of Forfar, including along Dundee and Glamis Roads
adjacent to the Allocation. Forfar continued to expand, rising up onto the slopes of
Balmashanner Hill to the south, west towards Westfield Loan and along the southern edge of
Forfar Loch; and north and east towards the (former) railway lines.
2.3

Forfar Loch lies on the western edge of Forfar, covering a much smaller area than it did
originally. Forfar Loch Country Park, which encompasses the Loch and surrounding land, is well
used by locals for play, picnics, walking, cycling, horse riding, sailing and angling. The Country
Park facilities include toilets, a Sailing club, Leisure Centre, Caravan park and Ranger Centre.
There are a number of sports and recreation grounds adjacent to the Country Park.
Balmashanner Monument was constructed in 1921 as a WWI memorial, and is a tower of nearly
17m tall located on the crest of Balmashanner Hill.
Topography

2.4

Forfar is located within the River South Esk valley, bound to the south by a series of hills along
a north-east to south-west grain, including Balmashanner Hill that rises up to approximately
170m above ordnance datum (AOD) and West Craig Hill (162m AOD).

2.5

Forfar is contained within a slight bowl, falling down to Forfar Loch at approximately 55m AOD
on the western edge of the town. To the south, the settlement extends onto the hills up to
between 120m and 145m AOD. To the north and east, Forfar rises up to circa 70m AOD and is
enclosed by the landform which rises up to 80m AOD and the former railway line embankments.
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A series of foothills enclose the western edge of Forfar, including a local ridgeline at Halkerton
(circa 120m AOD) to the south of the Allocation.
Vegetation
2.6

Vegetation within the landscape around Forfar is predominantly agricultural land, with some
hedgerow and shelterbelts defining the field boundaries. The landscape to the west of Forfar
is more wooded. Forfar Loch Country Park has a wooded character around the Loch, with sports
fields and amenity grass towards the east.
Designations

2.7

Forfar Loch is a Country Park and there are a number of protected open spaces within Forfar,
including Boyle Park, Steele Park, Reid Park, Guthrie Park and the cemetery.
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3.0 LANDSCAPE PLANNING POLICY
Angus Local Development Plan (2016)
3.1

The following landscape and visual policies of the adopted Local Development Plan (LDP) are
of relevance to the Allocation:

3.2

Policy DS3 Design Quality and Placemaking requires that development proposals deliver
a high design standard and “draw upon those aspects of landscape or townscape that

contribute positively to the character and sense of place of the area in which they are to be
located”. The policy states that development proposals should create places which are distinct
in character and identity; safe and pleasant; well connected; adaptable and resource efficient.
3.3

Policy DS4 Amenity states that “all proposed development must have full regard to

opportunities for maintaining and improving environmental quality”. The policy is underpinned
by the stewardship of natural resources which is identified as key to sustainable development.
3.4

Policy PV3 Access and Informal Recreation requires that new development does not
compromise the integrity or amenity of existing recreational access resources including access
rights, core paths and rights of way. The Policy also states that “new development should

incorporate provision for public access including, where possible, links to green space, path
networks, green networks and the wider countryside”.
3.5

Policy PV6 Development in the Landscape states that “Angus Council will seek to protect

and enhance the quality of the landscape in Angus, its diversity (including coastal, agricultural
lowlands, the foothills and mountains), its distinctive local characteristics, and its important
views and landmarks”.
3.6

Policy PV7 Woodland, Trees and Hedges recognises that woodland, trees and hedges are
an important part of both the townscape and rural area of Angus and underpin much of the
green network. The policy states that “woodland, trees and hedges that contribute to the

nature conservation, heritage, amenity, townscape or landscape value of Angus will be
protected and enhanced”.
3.7

Policy PV8 Built and Cultural Heritage sets out the criteria for development which are
likely to affect protected sites, their setting or the integrity of their designation, based on their
national, regional or local significance.

3.8

The Settlement Statement for Forfar, F4 Housing – Westfield identifies 38.8ha of land west of
Westfield Loan (the Allocation) as being allocated for residential development of around 300
dwellings. The Statement requires that development commence at the north of the site with
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access from Glamis Road and that development proposals should be in accordance with a
masterplan prepared for the site which should include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

3.9

“design and site layout w hich tak es account of the ex isting
landscape character, pattern of developm ent and character
of neighbouring uses and buildings;
the protection of scheduled ancient m onum ents w ithin the
site and how these w ill be
m anaged;
a landscape fram ew ork , preserving ex isting w oodland and
hedges and setting out structural planting and landscaping
w ithin and around the site to enhance biodiversity and to
create an appropriate tow n edge;
appropriate developer contributions, tow ards education
infrastructure;
the potential for a new distributor road link ing Dundee
R oad and W estfield Loan w ith Glam is R oad, tak ing account
of any potential im pact on the A90 junctions (including
L o c h l a n d s ) i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h A n g u s C o u n c i l , TA C TR A N
a n d Tr a n s p o r t S c o t l a n d ;
the provision of open space and SuDS as necessary;
opportunities for active travel through im proved link ages
w ith the ex isting path/ Green N etw ork ; and
supporting inform ation including a Flood R isk Assessm ent,
Drainage I m pact Assessm ent, Sustainable Drainage and
Surface W ater M anagem ent P lan,
C o n t a m i n a t e d L a n d I n v e s t i g a t i o n R e p o r t a n d a Tr a n s p o r t
Assessm ent w hich should include assessm ent of the W est
P ort junction and analysis of the traffic flow s and junctions
a l o n g Ea s t a n d W e s t H i g h S t r e e t s .”

Additional land to the west of the Allocation is safeguarded for further residential development
in the period beyond 2026, the scale of which would be determined by a future Local
Development Plan.
Landscape Designations

3.10

There are no designated landscapes within the Allocation or its surrounding context.

3.11

Forfar Loch country park is located approximately 475m to the north of the Allocation.

3.12

Core Paths of relevance to the Allocation include:
•

Core Path 301 runs along the north-western boundary of the Allocation, linking Glamis
Road to the north with the Halkerton Rise and Balmashanner Hill network of paths to
the south;

•

Core Path 304 runs along the southern edge of Forfar Loch within the Forfar Loch
Country Park, to the north of the Allocation;

•
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Core Paths 306, 278 and 276 provide access to the countryside on the northern edge
of Forfar.

Heritage Assets
3.13

There are no listed buildings within the Allocation or its immediate vicinity. The nearest listed
buildings are located within the settlement of Forfar, to the north and north-east of the
Allocation. Forfar Conservation Area is located approximately 1km to the north-east of the
Allocation.

3.14

The following Scheduled Monuments are located within the Allocation:
•

“Westfield, enclosure SW of”: the remains of a prehistoric enclosure, probably of ritual
function, represented by cropmarks ; and

•

“Westfield, enclosures NW of”: the remains of three prehistoric enclosures, probably of
ritual significance, represented by cropmarks; which is part of a cluster of enclosures
around Westfield House.
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4.0 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AND CAPACITY
4.1

The updated NatureScot Landscape Character Assessment (2019) identifies Forfar and the
Allocation as falling within Landscape Character Type (LCT) 384: Broad Valley Lowlands –
Tayside. Key characteristics of the Broad Valley Lowlands – Tayside include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

4.2

“Broad straths form ed by glacial erosion, loosely enclosed
by the foothills and m assif to the north, and low er locals hill
ridges to the south.
Overriding southw est to northeast orientation.
Undersized, m isfit rivers w hich typically from adjacent low
elevations do not read as dom inant landscape features.
Com plex local topography caused by glacial deposition,
including outw ash terraces, esk ers and dry valleys.
I nfluence of large estates, particularly in term s of m ature
w oodland and policies defined field boundaries and
enclosed estate houses.
Dom inance of arable and root crops, in large fields typically
enclosed by post and w ire fencing, w hich contribute to the
overriding horizontal landform and large to m edium scale…
Tr e e a n d h e d g e l o s s w e a k e n i n g l a n d s c a p e c h a r a c t e r
increasing openness of landscape, and increasingly
ineffective in m itigating the dust bow ls in dry m onths
Significant netw ork of roads running through landscape,
w ith m ain trunk roads including the A9 and A90 roads
running along the straths link ing a num ber of large tow ns;
W ell-settled landscape w ith strong hierarchy of settlem ent
types from large tow ns, to sm all villages, located w ithin a
w ell-populated agricultural landscape.
R ich historic landscapes w ith features including standing
stones, hillforts, R om an cam ps and m edieval castles and
tow er houses.
Ta l l v e r t i c a l s t r u c t u r e s a r e p r o m i n e n t i n t h i s l a n d s c a p e a n d
adjacent elevated hills including view s to pylon lines both
w ithin and on the adjacent foothills, and a sm all num bers
of clusters and sm all w ind farm s. Single large com m ercial
turbines are located infrequently along the strath itself.
W ide, panoram ic view s across the breadth of the strath,
running along and up to the enclosing hills. I n particular
there are unrivalled view s from Strathm ore up to the
foothills and uplands of the Gram pian M ountains to the
n o r t h .”

The Broad Valley Lowlands is the predominant lowland Landscape Character Type (LCT) in
Angus. The broad lowland valleys or straths are described as being a “broad, settled lowland

agricultural valleys, with fertile soils”.
4.3

Although they share common characteristics, five areas are identified within the LCT. Forfar
and the Allocation are located within Landscape Character Area (LCA) Strathmore. The
Strathmore LCA is described as being the area within which the distinct character of the
landscape is most evident. The assessment notes that “from a distance, the area appears as a
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very broad, flat-bottomed valley enclosed by the Highland Foothills to the north and the rising
sweep of the Sidlaws’ north-facing dipslope to the south”. The landscape to the west of Forfar
is more wooded, where estate planting survives. Where trees have been lost due to agricultural
intensification the landscape is open and expansive with rectangular fields punctuated by
scattered farmsteads. The landscape contrasts strongly with the neighbouring areas of upland.
4.4

To the south of Forfar, LCT 386: Low Moorlands Hills Landscape Character Type includes the
Forfar Hills. The series of hills are eastern outliers of the Sidlaws with a north-eastwards
orientation and forming a series of locally pronounced hill tops along a relatively low ridgeline.
Telecom masts are prominent point features on several of the hills, including West Craig to the
south of the Allocation. The hilltops provide “fine viewpoints looking northwards across the

valley lowland to the Highland Foothills and the Highlands themselves, providing wide,
panoramic views”.
Landscapes of Scotland
4.5

Landscapes of Scotland vignettes classify the landscape in and around Forfar as 41 Strathmore and Mearns. This is described as:

“An area of gently rolling, fertile agricultural lowlands, lying
between sandstone ridges that run east-west. Rich red soils
contrast with pasture and crops of daffodils and oil seed rape in
spring. Occasional lines and groups of trees punctuate the large
open fields. There are few main roads apart from the busy A90.
Traditional villages are scattered through the area. Farmsteads
abound, their modern storage sheds contrasting with the
traditional buildings. Larger market towns, built of old red
sandstone with slate roofs, have a strong local identity. Baronial
Glamis Castle, with its wooded parks and gardens is a wellknown landmark. The long standing archaeological and historical
interest of the area ranges from Pictish cultural artefacts to
literary associations, with Barrie and Grassic Gibbon.”
Landscape Capacity
4.6

The Angus Settlements Landscape Capacity Study (2015) assessed the landscape capacity of
Angus settlements, including Forfar, and considers the capacity for urban expansion around
each settlement to inform the selection of land allocations in the Angus Local Development
Plan.

4.7

With respect to landscape setting, Forfar is described as being flanked by Low Moorland Hills
to the north, east and south. Balmashanner Hill (174m) and the war memorial are identified
as being prominent to the setting of Forfar, and forms a distinct backdrop to views of the town
from the north and west, together with the Hill of Lour (232m) and Lownie Hill (204m), to the
south and east respectively. Balmashanner Hill is used for informal recreation, with a network
of footpaths providing easy access and panoramic views over Forfar towards the Angus Glens.
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The western edge of Forfar is marked by Forfar Loch and the A90(T) immediately beyond.
Forfar Loch Country Park, adjacent to the western edge of Forfar, is described as being
significant to the landscape setting of the town. The Country Park is highly valued for its
natural and recreational landscape qualities and accessibility from the centre of town.

4.9

The landscape to the west of Forfar comprises large rectangular fields and higher quality arable
land, as is typical of the local landscape character. To the east, the landscape is characterised
by glacial moraines and small-scale and often complex rolling topography which smaller and
less regular field sizes.

4.10

Topographically, Forfar is largely contained “within a shallow bowl to the north-west through

east to south east”. Trees and shrubs, together with an embankment along a disused railway
delineate parts of the northern and eastern boundaries. To the south, south west and west
there are less distinct features providing urban containment although the higher ground is
more sensitive to development where is contributes towards an impression of urban sprawl
and risks blurring the contrast between the built up area and the rural landscape around it.
4.11

The Landscape Capacity Study identifies key views out or across Forfar and of Forfar, including
along the approaches to the settlement. From within or across Forfar, views from Reid Park
and Newmonthhill Cemetery are identified as important, but of greater significance are views
from Balmashanner Hill and its associated path network. Views of the settlement from the
wider landscape are restricted to those from the southwest through west to northwest.
Principle views are identified as being from roads around Kirriemuir, with views from the A90(T)
generally brief and oblique and restricted by intervening landform.

4.12

With respect to the detailed analysis of directions of growth, the Study provides the following
description and assessment of the land to the South-West (between A929 Glamis Road and
A932 Dundee Road):

“To the south-west of Forfar the land gently and evenly slopes
upwards from north-west to south-east. South of the green
agricultural shed (at around 90m AOD) the gradient steepens to
a short east west ridge upon which the Halkerton is located.
South of Halkerton, to the junction of the A90(T) junction, the
land is relatively flat. Closer to the A90(T), the gradient starts to
steepen at around 85m AOD. On the Forfar edge at Slatefield, the
steepening is more gradual starting eastwards of Old Halkerton
Road, becoming steeper east of Dundee Road.
The Halfpenny Burn zigzags down the slope towards Forfar Loch.
The highly modified watercourse had been straightened during
the nineteenth century. The high quality agricultural land led to
medium sized rectilinear fields, which become irregular where
they abut the Halfpenny Burn. Most of the nineteenth century
field layout exists today, but some field boundaries have been
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lost as fields were amalgamated. Alongside the A90(T) there is
woodland, particularly on the steeper ground, with planting
closer to Little Mill Nursery being more recent. Many of the fields
have lines of broadleaved and conifers trees planted along their
boundaries with the slope to provide shelter. On the lower
ground there are some hedges and trees.
The south-west of Forfar stops at Westfield Loan following the
line of an historic road. Towards the northern part of this
boundary, Westfield and its associated woodlands, provide a
more defined appearance to the urban edge. Further south, the
urban edge is more abrupt. The housing layout, whilst modern
and insular in design, the layout has frontages overlooking the
adjacent countryside, helping the urban area relate to the wider
landscape. The retention of parts of an old Hawthorn hedge on
the west side of the road has further helped soften the boundary.
These sections of hedge have more recently been managed at a
higher height than at the time of the Capacity Study from 2003
increasing the softening of the boundary.
There is around 60m difference of elevation between the
northern and southern end of this potential direction of growth.
Overall, the lower part of the area adjacent to Glamis Road is of
low visual sensitivity. Above around 90m AOD, visual sensitivity
is higher due a combination of elevation and steepening slopes.
These areas are more commonly visible in views from the northwest and north.
Views from the path network on Balmashanner Hill across the
area towards the Angus Glens are highly scenic. Similarly, the
view from the bend at Duff’s Corner on the A932 near Halkerton
across Strathmore has been used in national calendars.
Therefore, the steeper and higher ground above 90m AOD also
has greater landscape value.
Based on the above, it is considered that there is high capacity
for urban expansion on the lower ground below 90m AOD. The
existing trees and hedges further assist the landscape to absorb
development. The rectilinear field pattern provides a strong
landscape structure to which development can relate. A
rectilinear street layout would relate best to the grain of the
wider landscape. It would be appropriate that the Halfpenny
Burn be preserved as a green corridor and integrated as part of
a wider green network linking Forfar Loch with the network of
woodlands on Balmashanner Hill. The Burn could be positively
incorporated into any eventual layout, becoming a recreational
and landscape feature of the urban area. Connectivity to the
existing urban area would principally be via Glamis Road and Old
Halkerton Road, with other minor routes also having access
potential.
However, it would be undesirable if built development was to
encroach close to the A90(T) as this would potentially create an
image of urban sprawl.”
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The Study concludes that the greatest capacity for urban extension lies to the south-west
below 90m AOD (“high capacity”), with landscape capacity greatest on the lower ground and
progressively reducing as the ground rises towards the south. The Study notes that “the

existing landscape framework of trees and hedges would help to integrate development within
the wider landscape”.
4.14

Whilst some capacity is identified to the north-west, this would “involve breaching the shoulder

of higher ground which characteristically contains Forfar within its shallow bowl” and is
considered to be the less preferable option for urban extension, with poor connectivity to the
urban area.
Angus LDP Examination
4.15

In the Angus Local Development Plan Examination (2016), the Reporter agrees with the
council’s Landscape Capacity Study with respect to the allocation and safeguarding of
Westfield. However, the wording of paragraph 17 appears to imply that the Landscape Capacity
Study concluded that development would “avoid the higher ground” within the Allocation itself,
rather than that landscape capacity reduces as the ground rises above the 90m AOD:

“The council’s landscape capacity study concludes that the area
of Westfield, north towards Glamis Road, is of low visual
sensitivity whereas sensitivity increases on higher ground above
90 AOD (above ordnance datum) and has greater landscape
value. I agree with this overall assessment and that the
development of the allocated area, which avoids the higher
ground, would relate well to the existing urban area. I also note
the comments within the landscape capacity study that it would
be undesirable for built development to encroach close to the
A90.”
4.16

The reference to the potential encroachment of built development close to the A90 clearly
indicates that the comments relate not only to the Allocation itself but consideration of the
Safeguarded Land and the general area of Westfield, south-west of Forfar.

4.17

The strategic nature of the work undertaken for the preparation of the LDP is highlighted where
the Reporter states that developer requirements associated with the allocation would address
the main planning related concerns “as far as is appropriate for the local development plan” ,
including a design and site layout which takes account of the existing landscape character,
pattern of development and character of neighbouring uses.
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5.0 ALLOCATION SITE APPRAISAL
5.1

The Allocation comprises approximately 38.8ha of agricultural fields within the settlement
boundary of Forfar. The Allocation is bound by the A94 Glamis Road to the north-west, A932
Dundee Road to the south-east and Westfield Loan to the north-east. Beyond the roads that
bound the Allocation lies built development, including Orchard Bank Industrial and Business
Park to the north-west, and residential development to the north-east and south-east.
Residential development bounding the Allocation varies between 1 and 1 ½ storeys. The
Allocation boundary wraps around Westfield House and a small pocket of woodland.

5.2

The south-western boundary of the Allocation is an irregular boundary that follows existing
field boundaries which are defined by hedgerows, stone walls and tree belts. The Allocation
comprises of approximately 11 medium to small scale fields.

5.3

The Allocation extends from the valley floor onto the side slopes of Balmashanner Hill, from
approximately 65m AOD to the north up to approximately 120m AOD to the south. A drainage
ditch runs along most of the south-western site boundary, with a pond to the north-east of the
Allocation.

5.4

Mature shelterbelts, outgrown hedgerows, stone walls and tree belts partially define the field
boundaries and Allocation boundaries and include some prominent belts of tall coniferous trees.
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6.0 VISUAL APPRAISAL
6.1

Views of the Allocation are relatively localised, despite the Allocation extending up the
footslopes of Balmashanner and West Craig Hills to a height of approximately 120m AOD to
the south-east. The ‘bowl’ landform that contains Forfar limits views of the settlement and the
Allocation, and this visual containment is further enhanced by existing vegetation and
infrastructure, including the embankments associated with the A90 and the former railway lines
that encircle Forfar.

6.2

Where the Allocation can be seen, views are relatively localised and it is seen in the context
of the settlement of Forfar, as illustrated by Site Context Photographs 1 to 13. A series of Site
Context Photographs have been taken to reflect the nature of the main approaches into Forfar.

6.3

Site Context Photographs 1 and 2 are taken from the Approach from the A90(T) via A926
(Kirriemuir Road) when approaching Fofar from the Kirriemuir junction to the north-west of
Forfar. As illustrated in the photographs, the settlement of Forfar runs along the foot and sideslopes of Balmashanner Hill, which forms a backdrop to the settlement. Rising land encircles
the settlement and generally screens the settlement edge, and the approach generally has a
strong countryside character. However, more recent development at Turfbeg extends onto the
higher ground and, as illustrated by Site Context Photograph 2, the straight development edge
is unsympathetic to the land form.

6.4

Site Context Photographs 3 to 5 illustrate the approach from the A90(T) via A932 (Dundee
Road), to the south-west of Forfar. The elevated ground to the south of Forfar screens the
settlement when approaching from the Dundee Road junction, as illustrated by Site Context
Photography 3, adjacent to Lochlands Luxury Park.

6.5

Views of Forfar and the wider landscape open up dramatically as Dundee Road crests the
saddle between West Craig and Halkerton, at Duff’s Corner. Views of the western edge of
Forfar and into the Allocation are filtered through layers of trees and shelter belts, becoming
more open as one approaches the urban area, as illustrated by Site Context Photographs 4 and
5. Where open views into the Allocation are possible, the Allocation is seen in the context of
existing residential development along Dundee Road and Westfield Loan and the Industrial /
Business Park to the north.

6.6

The approach from the A90(T) via A94 (Glamis Road) is illustrated by Site Context Photographs
6, 7 and 8. Roadside trees generally restrict views into the Allocation and of the settlement
edge of Forfar, however the Orchardbank Business Park along the northern side of the A94
gives an urban character to this approach. Site Context Photograph 7 illustrates the entrance
to the Core Path along the western edge of the Allocation that links with Halkerston and Dundee
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Road to the south. The Core Path is separated from the Allocation by a tree belt that filters
views into the Allocation, particularly in the summer.
6.7

Site Context Photographs 9 and 10 illustrate views towards the Allocation from the southeastern edge of Forfar, adjacent to existing residential development. The Allocation is
contained by layers of existing woodland and tree belts, and the rising landform to the southeast.

6.8

Longer distance views from the rising ground to the north of Forfar Loch illustrate how the
Allocation is visually contained by landform and existing built form and vegetation, as
illustrated by Site Context Photograph 11 from Turfbeg Road. The Allocation sits below the
existing residential development on the slopes of West Craig Hill.

6.9

Views from Forfar Loch Country Park are enclosed by the surrounding landform and the belts
of trees, including coniferous vegetation that gives screening all year round, as illustrated by
Site Context Photograph 12 from Forfar Sailing Club.

6.10

Site Context Photograph 13 illustrates an elevated view from West Craig Hill to the south of
the Allocation. The land from curtails views into much of the Allocation, with open views into
the northern part of the Allocation contained by existing tree belts and surrounding built form.

6.11

Overall, the Allocation is visually contained by the surrounding landform, built development
and landform. Views of the Allocation are typically limited to within approximately 400m of the
Allocation, where it is seen in the context of the existing settlement of Forfar. The Allocation
is located below Balmashanner and West Craig Hills, visually and physically separated from the
prominent hill tops by existing roads and built development.

6.12

Based on a high-level landscape capacity study appropriate for the preparation of a Local
Development Plan, the Landscape Capacity Study concluded that the lower part of the area
adjacent to Glamis Road of land to the South-West of Forfar was of lower visual sensitivity and
that “above around 90m AOD, visual sensitivity is higher due to a combination of elevation and

steepening slopes” and that “these areas are more commonly visible in views from the northwest and north” .
6.13

However, a more detailed visual appraisal of the Allocation itself, rather than the broad area
to the south-west of Forfar in general, has identified that views of the Allocation from the
north-west and north are extremely limited due to the intervening landform, vegetation and
built development. The Allocation is almost entirely screened in views from the A926
approaching Forfar from the north-west; from within Forfar on Turfbeg Road and within Forfar
Loch Country Park, and even from A94 Glamis Road approaching Forfar from the west.
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Apart from views of the Allocation from within Forfar immediately adjacent to the Allocation,
the main views of the Allocation are predominantly of the lower-lying north part of the
Allocation from the elevated Core Path network along West Craig and Balmashanner Hills to
the south of the Allocation Site (circa 400m from the Allocation boundary), as illustrated by
Site Context Photograph 13; and of the elevated southern part of the Allocation from Dundee
Road when approaching Forfar from the south-west past Duff’s Corner, as illustrated by Site
Context Photographs 4 and 5.

6.15

Therefore, the conclusions regarding the visually sensitive higher ground to the south-west of
Forfar relate to the extension of Balmashanner and West Craig Hills at Halkerton which encloses
Forfar to the south-west, as illustrated on Figure 1: Site Context Plan, rather than the Allocation
itself. The Safeguarded Land to the west of the Allocation specifically excludes Halkerton to
avoid the visually sensitive higher ground.
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7.0 L&V OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
7.1

As identified by the Angus Landscape Capacity Study, the Allocation has capacity for residential
development, located within the Settlement Boundary of Forfar and immediately adjacent to
the built development of Forfar to the north-west, south-east and north-east.

7.2

The introduction of residential development into the Allocation would result in a very localised
foreshortening of the settlement edge, where views are afforded from Core Paths and approach
roads to the west of Forfar.

7.3

The existing tree belts and hedgerows should be retained and enhanced, with suitable setbacks to maintain root protection zones of existing trees and to prevent overshading of
proposed properties and pressure on the existing trees due to risk of falling. The setbacks can
be used to create a habitat rich ecotone along these features and enhance habitat connectivity
through proposed planting and the trees would benefit from a change in landscape
management and maintenance from intensive agriculture (ploughing within root protection
zones). The landscape buffers along the existing tree belts and hedgerows would also help to
maintain visual permeability across the Allocation, particularly in elevated views along Dundee
Road.

7.4

Increased tree cover linking the tree belts and hedgerows would help to soften the settlement
edge and reinforce the wooded settlement edge character and would create a better integration
with the more wooded landscape character to the west of Forfar. Ditches and watercourses
and water features within the Allocation should also be incorporated into the Green
Infrastructure network to improve habitat connectivity and allow for a network of active travel
routes that connect with the wider network, open spaces and play spaces.

7.5

Development should follow the topography and avoid large development platforms that are
unsympathetic to the landform.

7.6

Development within the northern part of the Allocation should maintain the Scheduled
Monuments and provide a sympathetic edge to the designated sites, which should be
incorporated into the Green Network within the Allocation.

7.7

Within the more elevated southern part of the Allocation, development should be set back from
Dundee Road and should be of a similar scale and massing to the existing residential
development to the south of Dundee Road to will allow for occasional open views out across
the landscape.
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Development Capacity
7.8

Figure 3: Opportunities and Constraints Plan illustrates the development capacity of the
Allocation with respect to the landscape and visual appraisal.

7.9

The Scheduled Monuments should be retained, set within the Green Infrastructure of the
Allocation, and the proposed development should relate positively to the designated sites, with
any necessary buffer to be determined by a Heritage Consultant.

7.10

Minimum landscape buffers of 20 to 25m should be maintained free from built development to
preserve existing woodland, shelterbelt and tree belts and 15m buffers along watercourses and
water features. Increased offsets may be required to accommodate root protection areas, flood
zones and ecological features, as determined by more detailed surveys.

7.11

Within the zones defined by the landscape buffers to existing features, development capacity
is high for the majority of the Allocation.

7.12

The Landscape Capacity Study states that below 90m AOD there is “high capacity for urban

expansion” within the area to the south-west of Forfar . The Study notes that above around
90m AOD visual sensitivity is higher “due to a combination of elevation and steepening slopes”.
The increased sensitivity of the land above 90m AOD does not necessarily imply that there is
no development capacity within the land above 90m AOD across the entire area but that this
is more visible and constrained by topography. The areas of higher visual sensitivity are those
areas “commonly visible in views from the north-west and north”.
7.13

Based on a more detailed landscape and visual appraisal of the Allocation itself, rather than
the broad area to the south-west of Forfar, there are little to no views of the Allocation from
the north and north-west, as described in the Visual Appraisal and illustrated by the Site
Context Photographs. Therefore, the land within the Allocation above 90m AOD does not have
high visual sensitivity, being visually contained by the land around Forfar and the existing
vegetation and built development in and around the Allocation.

7.14

The settlement of Forfar generally extends up to 110m AOD; however, residential development
to the immediate south-east of the Allocation extends up to between 130 and 140m AOD, and
in long distance views Forfar is contained by the agricultural and wooded hill tops of
Balmashanner and West Criag Hill. Development within the Allocation above 90m AOD would
not change the relationship of Forfar to the surrounding landscape, due to its physical and
visual containment. There is, however, some increased landscape and visual sensitivity on the
more elevated land where the topography becomes steeper adjacent to Dundee Road.

7.15

Development within the southern part of the Allocation should be set back from Dundee Road
to avoid the more steeply sloping land and should be of a similar scale and massing to the
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development to the south of Dundee Road and avoid creating an abrupt settlement edge when
approaching Forfar from the south-west.
7.16

To the south of the Allocation, a localised ridgeline extends from Balmashanner Hill through
West Craig to Halkerton and this creates the southern edge of the ‘bowl’ that contains Forfar.
The bend of Dundee Road at Duff’s Corner on the crest of this ridgeline provides panoramic
views over the wider landscape setting of Forfar. It is this localised ridgeline that has higher
visual sensitivity to residential development, despite the cluster of properties that sit perched
on the ridgeline at Halkerton, as identified by the Landscape Capacity Study. The Reporter
recognised the greater visual sensitivity and landscape value of this land and supported the
omission of the land at Halkerton from the Allocation and Safeguarded Area to the south-west
of Forfar on this basis.
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APPENDIX 03: LANDSCAPE AND
VISUAL APPRAISAL PLANS

APPENDIX 04: STATEMENT
ON ACCESS AND IMPACT ON
EXISTING JUNCTIONS

54 L AND AT WESTFIELD LOAD, FORFAR: MA STERPL AN FR AME WORK

In considering the potential
allocation of Westfield in the
LDP the Reporter noted that
the Council’s primary concern
in relation to the development
of Westfield was the potential
impact on the A90 junctions.
Transport Scotland have also
asked that the impact on the A90
junctions be assessed. Concern
over the performance of the A90
junctions has been voiced by
both Angus Council and Transport
Scotland since 2008 however
no solution has been promoted.
Despite the concerns raised by
Transport Scotland the upgrading/
improvement of the Lochlands
junction remains a relatively low
priority as it has not featured
and currently does not feature as
one of Transport Scotland’s 27 “in
preparation” projects.

The performance and safety
issues associated with the
Lochlands junction exist and
as noted above Angus Council
and Transport Scotland have
not come up with a solution
to the problem. Closure of the
right turn on the northbound
carriageway would address all
issues with the junction. The
introduction of safety cameras
and a localised reduction in
speed to 50mph, similar to what
is in place at Laurencekirk, would
also address the issues with the
junction. The benefits of the
cameras and speed reduction
would likely be enhanced due to
post Covid changes in working
and travel patterns, as set out in
the Strategic Transport Projects
Review 2 update of February
2021. Resolving the longstanding
issues at Lochlands does not fall
within the remit of the Masterplan
however it is clear there are
deliverable and cost effective
solutions available.

Setting aside the lack of a solution
for the Lochlands junction
Angus Council have confirmed
that the Masterplan requires to
be supported by a Transport
Assessment (TA). A TA has been
undertaken which shows that the
allocation F4 has the capacity for
300 residential units. Transport
Scotland have confirmed that they
are content that the 175 units
tested as part of the TA would be
acceptable using the Glamis Road
access and an access point at the
northern end of Westfield Loan.
The Masterplan shows a further
3 access points on Westfield
Loan which may be capable of
accommodating the additional 125
houses. At this time the junctions
have not been tested but should
any, or all, of the junctions not be
acceptable to Transport Scotland
the housing could be directed
through the allocation towards
Glamis Road ensuring no impact
on the Lochlands junction.
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